Public Employees Local 71 (LTC)
REQUEST FOR REFERRAL
DEPARTMENT/DIVISION: 25 / TSAIA

PCN: Multiple

JOB CLASS/TITLE:

Environmental
Services-Journey II

WHEN POSITION IS NEEDED:

WAGE GRADE: 60

PAY WAGE: $ 15.68+DOE (steps)
Benefits include: Medical, Dental, Vision,
Retirement, Paid Leave and Holidays.

Immediately

CITY LOCATION:
Anchorage / Ted Stevens Anchorage International Airport
PHONE NUMBER: 907-276-7211 Ext 3
CONTACT: Tracy Smith
FAX NUMBER:907-279-7171
EMAIL ADDRESS: tracy@local71.com
PRE-EMPLOYMENT BACKGROUND
YES /
NO
TYPE: TSA

COMMENTS: Person must be proficient in the
English language to be able to communicate with
passengers, read and understand the SDS sheets and
be willing to work in any of our 3 shifts schedules
to include weekends and holidays.
24/7 facility
Swing Shift Differential 3.75%
Grave Shift Differential 7.5%

JOB DESCRIPTION:
Clean, disinfect and sanitize restroom floors, walls, fixtures, sinks, toilets, urinals, paper dispensers, stall
walls.
Clean terminal walls, water fountains, chairs/benches, trash receptacles inside and out, spot/clean interior
windows and windowsills, dust doors and window frames. Dispose of trash and recycling at designated
disposal and recycling locations.
Will be trained and may be required to operate a mechanical lift equipment and working at heights.
Clean and polish stainless steel, wood, and other synthetic surfaces including columns, furniture, counter
tops, and handrails. Vacuum, spot clean, and extract/shampoo carpeted floors.
Clean and sanitize interior and exterior areas contaminated with human and animal blood and waste as
needed.
Maintain knowledge of cleaning products, and cleaning procedures, including safety procedures.
Operate all custodial equipment and machinery including ride on, walk or stand behind, carpet extractors,
floor scrubbers, vacuums, and high lift equipment.
Be able to set up and take down tables and chairs for special events.
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS

Employee must be able to pass a Federal Government background check and be
fingerprinted for employment at the Airport. Employee must be badged to work at the
Ted Stevens Anchorage International Airport.

THIS POSITION REQUIRES THE INCUMBENT TO OPERATE

Floor Cleaning equipment to include: ride on, stand behind, push and pull, waxing and
buffing machines, carpet shampoo and extractor machine and high lift.
TYPE OF POSITION
Permanent Full-Time
Permanent Part-Time
Non-Perm Full-Time
Non-Perm Part-time Sporadic

Permanent Full-Time Seasonal
Permanent Part-Time Seasonal
Non-Perm Part-Time
Seasonal

